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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel holistic methodology for keyword 
search in historical typewritten documents combining synthetic data and user's 
feedback. The holistic approach treats the word as a single entity and entails the 
recognition of the whole word rather than of individual characters. Our aim is to 
search for keywords typed by the user in a large collection of digitized typewrit-
ten historical documents. The proposed method is based on: (i) creation of syn-
thetic image words; (ii) word segmentation using dynamic parameters; (iii)  
efficient hybrid feature extraction for each image word and (iv) a retrieval pro-
cedure that is optimized by user's feedback. Experimental results prove the effi-
ciency of the proposed approach. 

1   Introduction 

A robust indexing of historical typewritten documents is essential for quick and effi-
cient content exploitation of the valuable historical collections. In this paper, we deal 
with historical typewritten Greek documents that date since the period of Renaissance 
and Enlightenment (1471-1821) and are considered among the first Greek typewritten 
historical documents. Nevertheless, the proposed methodology is generic having the 
potential to be applied to other than Greek historical typewritten documents.  

Traditional approaches in document indexing usually involve an OCR step [3]. In 
the case of typewritten historical documents OCR, several factors affect the final 
performance like low paper quality, paper positioning variations (skew, translations, 
etc), low print contrast, typesetting imperfections. Usually, typewritten OCR systems 
involve a character segmentation step followed by a recognition step using pattern 
classification algorithms. Due to document degradations, OCR systems often fail to 
support a correct segmentation of the typewritten historical documents into individual 
characters [1]. In literature, two general approaches can be identified: the segmenta-
tion approach and the holistic or segmentation-free approach. The segmentation  
approach requires that each word has to be segmented into characters while the holis-
tic approach entails the recognition of the whole word. In the segmentation approach, 
the crucial step is to split a scanned bitmap image of a document into individual  
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characters [4]. A holistic approach is followed in [2][5][6][8][11] where line and word 
segmentation is used for creating an index based on word matching. 

In the case of historical documents, Manmatha and Croft [7] presented a holistic 
method for word spotting wherein matching was based on the comparison of entire 
words rather than individual characters. In this method, an off-line grouping of words 
in a historical document and the manual characterization of each group by the ASCII 
equivalence of the corresponding words are required. The volume of the processed 
material was limited to a few pages. This process can become very tedious for large 
collections of documents. 

Typing all unique words as well as constructing an index is an almost impossible 
task for large document collections. To eliminate this tedious process, we propose a 
novel holistic method for keyword-guided word spotting which is based on: (i) crea-
tion of synthetic image words; (ii) word segmentation using dynamic parameters; (iii) 
efficient feature extraction for each image word and (iv) a retrieval procedure that is 
improved by user's feedback. The synthetic keyword image is used as the query image 
for the retrieval of all relevant words, initializing in this way, the word spotting pro-
cedure. The retrieval accuracy is further improved by the user's feedback. Combina-
tion of synthetic data creation and user's feedback leads to satisfactory results in terms 
of precision and recall. 

2   Synthetic Data Creation 

Synthetic data creation concerns the synthesis of the keyword images from their 
ASCII equivalences. Prior to the synthesis of the keyword image, the user selects one 
example image template for each character. This selection is performed “once-for-all” 
and can be used for entire books or collections. During manual character marking, 
adjustment of the baseline for each character image template is applied in order to 
minimize alignment problems.   

3   Word Segmentation 

The process involves the segmentation of the document images into words.  This is 
accomplished with the use of the Run Length Smoothing Algorithm (RLSA) [10] by 
using dynamic parameters which depend on the average character height. In the pro-
posed method, the horizontal length threshold is experimentally defined as 50% of the 
average character height while the vertical length threshold is experimentally defined 
as 10% of the average character height. The application of RLSA results in a binary 
image where characters of the same word become connected to a single connected 
component. In the sequel, a connected component analysis is applied using constraints 
which express the minimum expected word length. This will enable us to reject stop-
words and therefore eliminating undesired word segmentation. More specifically, the 
minimum expected word length has been experimentally defined to be twice the aver-
age character height. 
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4   Feature Extraction 

The feature extraction phase consists of two distinct steps; (i) normalization and (ii) 
hybrid feature extraction. For the normalization of the segmented words we use a 
bounding box with user-defined dimensions. For the word matching, feature extrac-
tion from the word images is required. Several features and methods have been pro-
posed based on strokes, contour analysis, zones, projections etc. [2][3][9]. In our 
approach, we employ two types of features in a hybrid fashion. The first one, which is 
based on [3], divides the word image into a set of zones and calculates the density of 
the character pixels in each zone. The second type of features is based on the work in 
[9], where we calculate the area that is formed from the projections of the upper and 
lower profile of the word.   

5   Word Image Retrieval 

The process of word matching involves the comparison/matching between the query 
word (a synthetic keyword image) and all the indexed segmented words.  Ranking of 
the comparison results is based on L1 distance metric.  Since the initial results are 
based on the comparison of the synthetic keyword with all the detected words, these 
results might not present high accuracy because a synthetic keyword cannot a priori 
perform a perfect match with a real word image. Motivated by this, we propose a user 
intervention where the user selects as query the correct results from the list produced 
after the initial word matching process. Then, a new matching process is initiated. The 
critical impact of the user’s feedback in the word spotting process lies upon the transi-
tion from synthetic to real data. Furthermore, in our approach user interaction is  
supported by a simplified and user friendly graphical interface that makes the word 
selection procedure an easy task.  

6   Experimental Results 

For the evaluation of the performance of the proposed method for keyword guided 
word spotting in historical typewritten documents, we used the following methodol-
ogy. We created a ground truth set by manually marking certain keywords on a subset 
of the available document collection. The performance evaluation method used is 
based on counting the number of matches between the words detected by the algo-
rithm and the marked words in the ground truth. For the experiments we used a sam-
ple of 100 image document pages. The total number of words detected is 27,702. The 
overall system performance given in Fig. 1 shows the average recall vs. average pre-
cision curves in the case of single features as well as in the case of the proposed  
hybrid scheme. In Fig. 1 we demonstrate the improvement achieved due to user’s 
feedback mechanism. It is also clearly illustrated that the hybrid scheme outperforms 
the single feature approaches. 
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Fig. 1. Average Precision/Recall rates for all words 
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